
ID variable Factor Measured value 
ID 1 Level 1 Measured value  
ID 1 Level 2 Measured value 
ID 2 Level 1 Measured value  
ID 2 Level 2 Measured value 

ID variable Level 1 Level 2 
ID 1 Measured value  Measured value 
ID 2 Measured value Measured value 

Wide 

Long 

reshape 

ggplot likes it long…is you data 
wide? 



Melt: go long 

library(reshape)!
!
molten.data<-melt(data, 
                  id.vars=ls("id.var.1", "id.var.2"), 
                  measure.vars=ls("measure.vars", "measure.vars"), 
                  variable_name = "variable")!
!
  
  
  

reshape 

head(molten.iris) 
head(iris) 



ggplot 

Working with you data 
� Let us get you at least 

one plot out of your data 
� Don’t yet have data? 

�  Find some 
� google 
� http://datadryad.org 

�  Create some 
� Survey your neighbours 

� Save your plots to a PDF 



plyr 

�  library(plyr) 

plyr 



Split-Apply-Combine 
�  Equivalent 

�  SQL GROUP BY 
�  Pivot Tables (Excel, SPSS, …) 

�  Split 
�  Define a subset of your data 

�  Apply 
�  Do anything to this subset  

�  calculation, modeling, simulations, plotting 
�  Combine 

�  Repeat this for all subsets 
�  collect the results 
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Figure 1: The three ways to split up a 2d matrix, labelled above by the dimensions that they
slice. Original matrix shown at top left, with dimensions labelled. A single piece under each
splitting scheme is colored blue.
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Figure 2: The seven ways to split up a 3d array, labelled above by the dimensions that they
slice up. Original array shown at top left, with dimensions labelled. Blue indicates a single
piece of the output.

m*ply() takes a matrix, list-array, or data frame, splits it up by rows and calls the processing
function supplying each piece as its parameters. Figure 3 shows how you might use this to
draw random numbers from normal distributions with varying parameters.

Input: Data frame (d*ply)

When operating on a data frame, you usually want to split it up into groups based on com-
binations of variables in the data set. For d*ply you specify which variables (or functions
of variables) to use. These variables are specified in a special way to highlight that they are

Split 

plyr 



 my.function<-function(subset.data){!
! ! ! results<-do.something(subset.data)!

                       return(data.frame(results))}!
!
my.function can produce as many rows as subset.data (transform) 
or fewer rows than subset.data (summarize) 
!
returned.results<-ddply(.data=data,!
                       .variable=c("variable1", "variable2”),!

! !    my.function(subset.data))!
!
!

How it works Warning: idiosyncrasies 
present  

plyr 



Example 1 
� Calculate the mean of each measure for each 

species using the molten data set 

molten.means<-ddply(.data=molten.iris,!
      !.variables=c("Species", "measure"),!

                    function(subset.data) data.frame(mean=mean(subset.data$value))) 

plyr 



Example 3 
� Slope of width on length 

plyr 

length.on.width.slope<-function(subset.data){ 
  with(subset.data,{ 
    slope.sepal<-lm(Sepal.Width~Sepal.Length)$coefficients[2] 
    slope.petal<-lm(Petal.Width~Petal.Length)$coefficients[2] 
    return(data.frame(slope.sepal=slope.sepal, 
                      slope.petal=slope.petal)) 
  }) 
} 
 
 
 
iris.slopes<-ddply(.data=iris, 

      .variables="Species", 
      function(x)length.on.width.slope(x)) 



Your turn 
� change functions 

�  sd, length 
�  range=max()-min() 

� apply to other data 
�  simesants, rats, iris, sipoo 

plyr 



You 
� What was most interesting/useful? 
� What do you still need to 

�  find it easy to plot in R? 
�  to have fun using R? 

� Please comment on our website on 
the MBSU page 

� http://zerotorhero.wordpress.com/
2012/12/14/mbsu/ 
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